
Personal Tours in and around London
with Expert Guides 2023



LONDON HIGHLIGHTS
3 – 7 hrs

Discover this fascinating city with your own private guide,
perfect for first time visitors wanting to see the highlights.

7 hours is recommended for an in-depth day with visits
inside one or two of the most historic sites such as the
Tower of London, Westminster Abbey and St Paul’s
Cathedral. 3 hours recommended for a flexible, panoramic
tour with photo stops.

See all the major sites from Buckingham Palace, the home
of King Charles III and the centuries old Changing of the
Guard (schedule permitting) to the Tower of London with
the dazzling collection of Crown Jewels. Drive through
London’s Royal Parks, see Big Ben and Parliament and
Westminster Abbey, our coronation church, ever in the
news this year!

See Trafalgar Square, Piccadilly Circus, Covent Garden,
the Thames River and take a wander through the narrow
streets and alleyways of the financial City of London, once
destroyed by a fire, then by a war, but like a phoenix and
its spectacular Cathedral, St Paul’s, it rises again and again.

Cost per party 3 hours 7 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £595 £870
Extra Large Up to 6 £595 £870
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £750 £1050
& guide

LONDON FOR FAMILIES
3 – 7 hrs

On this London tour, our child-friendly Tour Guides will
bring the history alive and will tailor the day to keep
young minds excited and entertained.

You will see the highlights of London, but with a focus on
the kids. You will hear stories along the way, as you
explore the city and delve into secrets and unsolved
mysteries from the past.

Opt to include a historic site, such as the Tower of
London and hear of heroes and villains, murder and
mayhem and see the priceless Crown Jewels!

See Buckingham Palace and the centuries old Guard
change and also the Horseguards on parade and learn why
they have to be inspected every day!

Enjoy a visit to a Gallery or Museum with your guide for
a treasure hunt, where you will race around to find hidden
creatures and symbols whilst creating amazing memories.

We can even theme your tour around a beloved character
or film. Let us know any special interests and ages so we
can be prepared to give you the very best family day out!

Cost per party 3 hours 7 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £595 £870
Extra Large Up to 6 £595 £870
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £750 £1050
& guide

LONDON NEIGHBOURHOODS
5 hrs

London is a city of villages that has grown into a huge
metropolis and some of those wonderful gems of villages
still exist to this day and each with their own unique
identity.

On this tour of lesser known areas of London, take in the
views from the meadows of North London, wander the
narrow streets and visit bric-a-brac and antique shops and
stop for a pint in wonderful village-like local pub. Learn
more about London life and where people really live and
see the eclectic mix of architecture and history dating back
hundreds of years.

This is a fantastic tour for those who are familiar with the
iconic sights of London and want to get more under its
skin!

Cost per party 5 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £730
Extra Large Up to 6 £730
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £920
& guide



LONDON WALKS
From 2hrs

From Royal Westminster to the Haunted City to East End
Street Art, we can provide you with a fabulous tour of just
about any area or any theme in London with our local
specialist guides. Not only do they have a wealth of
knowledge and an intimate understanding of London, but
are fun, entertaining, and full of fascinating stories, insider
knowledge, gossip and know all the hidden treasures of
the city. We also have fantastic child-friendly guides who
know just how to keep those young minds interested! A
walking tour is a great way to get to know a particular area
of the city or a particular interest in more depth.

Our walks include:

Royal London

Haunted London

Street Art

Churchill and WWII

Secret Soho

James Bond and much more!

Please ask for more details.

Cost per party … From £430
(For larger parties, we would suggest 2 guides or the use of
radio headsets)

FOOD AND DRINK
From 2 hrs

Food Tasting Tour - Join you expert Foodie Tour Guide
on a tantalizing food tasting experience in one of London’s
famous markets. Our markets have a great energy, and the
traders offer an array of delicious foods. On this fantastic
tour, we indulge you in some fine fayre whilst beguiling
you with stories and history of the areas, some of the
coolest in town and the rise of London’s food scene. Taste
the tangy cheeses from down the road in East Sussex and
fresh fish caught on English shores. Enjoy a scotch egg,
fish and chips, an oyster and maybe even a jellied eel!

Our expert foodie guides are energetic, fun and love their
food! (Includes expert foodie guide and 8+ tastings).

Pub Tour - Or why not explore some of London’s most
historic pubs all with their own stories to tell, whilst
indulging in some of our finest ales or your favourite
tipple. It has been said that you can tell the history of our
country just by the names of our pubs, which are an
integral part of our lives and heritage. On this fabulous
tour of some of the most celebrated watering holes, you
will meander through London’s alleyways and narrow
streets, where you’ll find a story on every corner and, of
course…. a pub!

We also offer gin-tasting tours and further afield, a
fabulous day out in the stunning English countryside on a
wonderful wine tour. Please ask for more details.

Prices on Request

HISTORIC LONDON SITES, 
GALLERIES AND MUSEUMS
2 hrs

Enjoy a highlights tour of one of London’s most popular
historical sites and hear fascinating stories as history comes
alive with your expert guide. Popular sites include:

Westminster Abbey – our coronation church and resting
place of 30 Kings and Queens
Tower of London – with 900 years of history, includes visit
to the priceless Crown Jewels
St Paul’s Cathedral – a masterpiece set in the heart of
London’s historic centre
Cabinet War Rooms – Churchill’s underground bunker –
discover the secrets of WWII
British Museum – 2 million years of human history and
culture, includes the Parthenon marbles and the Rosetta
Stone
National Gallery – an incredible collection of Western
European Art
Tate Modern – one of the greatest museums of modern
and contemporary art in the world
Victoria and Albert Museum – an amazing museum of art
and design
Kensington Palace – birthplace of Queen Victoria, home
of the late Princess Diana

Have kids with you? They will love our treasure hunts of
some of the above locations – please ask for details.

Cost per party … From £430



CYCLE LONDON
3 hrs

A fabulous opportunity to see the highlights of the city
and also seek out those little hidden treasures along the
way.

In recent years, London has become a great place for
cycling, with a new network of cycle lanes linking the
major sights of the city and beyond.

As well as the main sights, discover peaceful parks,
waterways, beautiful churches, hidden art and much more.

Also stop for refreshment in a wonderful local café or
traditional pub.

The tour is led by your expert guide, with complete
knowledge of London’s cycle routes.

Must be a competent cyclist.

Cost per party 3 hours
£500

Bike Hire - £70 per bike (Standard bike. E-bikes available
on request) Please note that the tour starts and finishes at
the bike hire destination.

GRAFFITI WORKSHOP
2 hrs

Become part of London’s history by leaving your mark on
the city’s walls. Graffiti is nothing new – London’s
citizens have been scrawling their names and desires onto
its walls since time began. Take a look at any of our
buildings and you’re guaranteed to find the personal marks
of both the long-dead and the living who have lingered
there with mischievous intent.

Street art and graffiti is legendary in London, and it has
long been part of the pop culture, politics and anarchy that
have built up the fabric of the city.

Have a once in a lifetime experience where you will work
with an actual street artist to create an awesome mural.
Learn some of the tricks of the trade, collaborating with
the artist and become one with London street culture.

You will be provided with gloves, overalls, masks and an
assortment of spray paints. Guided by the artist, you will
practise techniques before spray painting the wall with a
design and logo important to you. The space is live and
real - please be aware there may be other street artists
working around you.

This can be coupled with a street art walking tour in one
of the coolest areas of London.

Prices on Request

WINDSOR & HAMPTON COURT
WINDSOR OR HAMPTON COURT
8 hrs or 5hrs (Windsor Castle closed on
Tuesday and Wednesday)

A wonderfully Royal day out, visiting the world’s oldest
and largest inhabited castle, Windsor. The favoured
residence of the late, Her Majesty the Queen, it’s not hard
to see why. Set in 500 acres of Parkland, close to the banks
of the River Thames, and dominating the pretty town of
Windsor, this castle which started as a fortress has grown
into one of the most spectacular Royal residences.

See the magnificent State Apartments, Queen Mary’s Dolls
House and the stunning St Georges Chapel, resting place
of 11 of our Monarchs, including Queen Elizabeth II.

Continue to Hampton Court Palace, a favourite residence
of King Henry VIII, it really feels as you have walked back
in time as you wander through the 16th century kitchens,
the magnificent Great Hall and the Haunted Gallery,
where the ghost of Henry’s 5th wife Jane Seymour is
believed to haunt.

Spend some time in the stunning gardens, see the world’s
longest and oldest vine and maybe even try your hand at
escaping the maze!

Cost per party 5 hours 8 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £850 £1080
Extra Large Up to 6 £850 £1080
Chauffeured car Up to 6. £980 £1270
& guide



STONEHENGE INNER CIRCLE
6 hrs 

A wonderful chance to walk within this giant pre-historic
monument and spend time within the tranquil inner
circle. In the evening after Stonehenge is closed to the
public, or at dawn before it is open, visit the awe-inspiring
Stonehenge. Learn the secrets of the stones and marvel at
how stones of such monumental scale were quarried,
transported, worked into shape and erected 5,000 years
ago when the only tools available were made of wood,
bone and stone.

A truly spiritual experience!

Prices on Request

STONEHENGE & AVEBURY OR 
SALISBURY
8 hrs

Combine a visit to Britain’s most famous prehistoric
monument, Stonehenge with either the charming
cathedral city of Salisbury or the megalithic stone circle
surrounding the village of Avebury.

Salisbury is the site of the incredible 13th Century
Cathedral that boasts the tallest spire in England and holds
one of the four original copies of the Magna Carta. The
Cathedral is a truly remarkable sight and set within the
beautiful Cathedral Close, with wonderful historic homes
originally built for the clergy and surrounded by high walls
with medieval gates.

The very small city of Salisbury is delightful to wander
around, the river Avon runs through the city and you will
find many quaint buildings, an ancient mediaeval church
and one of the oldest pubs in England with a very curious
relic to be found inside.

Avebury, less well known than Stonehenge, fascinating
site's first stones predate those at Stonehenge by at least
200 years and form the largest stone circle in the world
which you can wander around.

Cost per party 8 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £1090
Extra Large Up to 6 £1090
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1300
& guide

BATH & STONEHENGE
11hrs

Visit one of the most mystical monuments in the world,
Stonehenge. Dating back 5000 years, you will marvel at
the incredible effort it would have taken to build this stone
circle aligned with the summer and winter solstice. A
spiritual and breath-taking experience awaits you as you
discover with your guide more about the people that lived
during this time, how they lived, where they lived, what
they lived in and what could be the possible motivations
behind the construction of Stonehenge.

Then on to the world heritage city of Bath, one of the
most beautiful cities in the country. Bath is surrounded by
the Mendip Hills and the cross-country drive to arrive
here showcases some of England’s stunning countryside.
The whole city built in a beautiful honey-coloured stone,
quarried nearby is what gives Bath its unique and beautiful
look. Bath is a true gem of a city!

You can visit the Roman Baths, a series of spas and leisure
facilities built by the Romans, taking water from the only
hot spring in the country. The Baths are incredibly well
preserved and give an amazing insight into the lives of the
Romans who frequented them.

Cost per party 11 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £1250
Extra Large Up to 6 £1250
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1540
& guide



OXFORD OR CAMBRIDGE
6 hrs

Visit the ancient university city of Oxford with its
beautiful colleges with their gardens and quads which
cover much of the city. Wander through narrow alleyways
with their 15th Century taverns often crowded with
jostling students. These streets have inspired authors such
as Tolkien, C S Lewis and Lewis Carroll. Perhaps visit
inside the college founded by Henry VIII, whose chapel is
also the city’s cathedral. Or visit the college nestled beside
the city walls and has the oldest dining hall of both Oxford
and Cambridge. It is as if life has stood still as the colleges
retain so many of their ancient traditions.

Or visit Cambridge to wander through the shady courts of
another of England's ancient universities. Many of the
manicured gardens of the colleges run down to the River
Cam, an integral part of the city. Above the river stands
the imposing mass of King's College Chapel one of the
greatest surviving Gothic buildings of Europe - a jewel
box that, on sunny mornings, sparkles with all the colours
of its remarkable stained-glass windows. By the Cam
stands Trinity College's Wren Library one of Europe's
finest library buildings.

Cost per party 6 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £980
Extra Large Up to 6 £980
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1170
& guide

WINDSOR, STONEHENGE & 
OXFORD
12hrs very fast paced tour (summer only)
9hrs – any combination of 2 sites

Visit magnificent Windsor Castle, the oldest and largest
occupied castle in the world. A Royal residence with
nearly 1000 years of history. See the magnificent State
Apartments, St. George's Chapel - final resting place of 11
monarchs, including Queen Elizabeth II and Queen
Mary's Dolls' House, perfect to the tiniest detail.

Continue to the mystical Stonehenge for a spiritual
encounter at this 5000 year old monument. How did our
ancestors transport these massive stones weighing up to 50
tonnes from so far away and why?

Return via Oxford, England’s oldest university dating back
to the 11th century with its beautiful and ornate colleges,
libraries and gardens and steeped in ancient tradition.
Time permitting, go inside one of the colleges, famed for
educating 'old boys' such as Oscar Wilde, Tolkien and CS
Lewis.

Cost per party 9 hours 12 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £1130 £1310
Extra Large Up to 6 £1130 £1310
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1360 £1630
& guide

COTSWOLDS COUNTRY
9hrs (Option to include Oxford or 
Blenheim Palace)

Head to the most idyllic and beautiful part of the country
for an unforgettable day out in an area where it feels as if
time has stood still. Nestling in the low range of
Cotswolds hills to the west of Oxford are some of
England’s prettiest villages: Shipton-under-Wychwood,
Upper and Lower Slaughter, as well as Stow-on-the-Wold
and Broadway. All the houses and the churches, the mills
and the pubs are built in the local Cotswold stone, a
beautiful honey coloured limestone which catches the
light of the summer sun and gives the area its distinctive
and wistful character. Stop for lunch in a wonderfully
characterful English Inn and enjoy tea in one of the many
local authentic cafes.

Just on the edge of the Cotswolds is magnificent Blenheim
Palace, home of the Dukes of Marlborough and where
Winston Churchill was born. Also close by, opt to take
time to explore the ancient university city of Oxford. The
mediaeval colleges and some of the finest of the University
buildings are also built with the golden Cotswold
limestone.

Cost per party 9 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £1130
Extra Large Up to 6 £1130
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1360
& guide



STRATFORD AND WARWICK
11 hrs (Stratford only 9 hrs)

Drive through the gentle rolling hills of the Cotswolds,
peppered with pretty villages and honey coloured stone
dwellings on your way to historic Stratford-upon-Avon,
immortalised by William Shakespeare. Go inside the small
house where Shakespeare was born and lived with his
large family in very close quarters.

Stroll through the picturesque streets, along past the river
and the mediaeval houses and the sixteenth century
grammar school which Shakespeare probably attended, to
Holy Trinity Church where Shakespeare and his wife are
buried. Head then to the nearby village to visit the
charming cottage where Anne Hathaway grew up.

Include Warwick Castle in 11 hours. Warwick Castle’s
history stretches back over 1000 years to an early hilltop
fortification. The first castle was constructed in 1068 by
William the Conqueror. Today it is the epitome of a
medieval fortress and, with waxworks, archery displays and
a castle dungeon, it is great fun for kids.

Please note that you will not have time to see Anne
Hathaway’s cottage if you visit Warwick.

Cost per party 9 hours 11 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £1130 £1250
Extra Large Up to 6 £1130 £1250
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1360 £1540
& guide

CANTERBURY, LEEDS CASTLE & 
DOVER
12 hrs very fast paced tour (summer only)
9 hrs – any combination of 2 sites

An outstanding day trip to the South-east of England, with
a little bit of everything. Drive through the beautiful Kent
countryside, ’The Garden of England’ to the lovely city of
Canterbury. The 12th Century Cathedral, ‘The Mother
Church of England’ is an architectural marvel.

Dover Castle sits atop the famous White Cliffs,
overlooking the English Channel and has provided this
small isle with security for many a century. The cliffs
immortalised by Dame Vera Lynn, were a welcome sight
for ‘The Few’, during WWII.

The 11th Century Dover Castle is one of our favourites,
with everything you expect from a castle and more,
complete with underground tunnels used to coordinate
one of the greatest evacuations during WWII, Dunkirk!

Leeds Castle, in a picture-perfect setting, one of the
prettiest in England, where many Queens made their
home and today one of the most instagrammed castles in
Britain.

Cost per party 9 hours 12 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £1130 £1310
Extra Large Up to 6 £1130 £1310
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1360 £1630
& guide

STATELY HOMES, CASTLES AND 
GARDENS
6 - 9 hrs 

Britain is famed for its wealth of Castles, beautiful Gardens
and stunning Stately Homes. Some options below:

Arundel Castle, built in the 11th century with a finely
preserved interiors, period furniture, art masterpieces,
gorgeous tapestries and charming tranquil gardens.
Blenheim Palace, the splendid 18th century home of the
Churchill family with magnificent parkland and gardens.
Chartwell, Winston Churchill’s country home.
Hever Castle, a moated 13th century fairy tale castle,
childhood home of Anne Boleyn.
Hidcote Manor, an amazingly beautiful garden designed by
the American Major Lawrence Johnston.
Kew Gardens, no garden can match the sheer variety of
plants and shrubs as the Royal Botanic Gardens.
Sissinghurst, world famous gardens created by Vita
Sackville-West around the tower of Sissinghurst Castle.
Waddesdon Manor, a palace built by Baron de Rothschild
with fine antiques and a garden recently restored to its
original glory.
Knole, Henry VIII’s Tudor mansion built around 7
courtyards with 52 staircases and 365 rooms.
Leeds Castle, over 1000 years old, built on two islands in
the middle of a lake and surrounded by beautiful gardens.

Cost per party 6 hours 9 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £980 £1130
Extra Large Up to 6 £980 £1130
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1170 £1360
& guide



THAMESVALLEY
7 hrs

Just a short drive from London is the stunning Thames
Valley, steeped in history and renowned for its tranquil
beauty. Ever since the Monarchs of England started using
the Thames to travel up and down from London to other
Royal Residences, pretty villages and towns have grown
up along the route.

Visit some of the loveliest riverside villages, surrounded by
wooded hills and lush green fields, with pleasure boats
moored along the river, you can soak up the relaxed pace
of life and enjoy lunch in a typical English Inn or a
traditional café. Choose perhaps to pass through the more
historic towns such as Eton and Windsor that have
developed on the banks of England's greatest river.

Literary connections in the Thames Valley have helped to
create the feel of a particularly English way of life. From
'Three Men in a Boat' to 'The Wind in the Willows' the
Thames reflects all that is typically 'olde worlde' England.
Where the pace of life was slower and people had time to
enjoy the good things in life.

Cost per party 7 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £980
Extra Large Up to 6 £980
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1170
& guide

HARRY POTTER LOCATIONS –
LONDON & OXFORD
8 hrs
3 hrs (London only)

Join your expert Harry Potter guide on a magical tour of
some of the greatest film locations. In 3 hours, visit just
the London sights, heading to Platform 9 3/4 for a
fantabulous photo opportunity, then walk the bridge
destroyed by the Death Eaters if you dare! Follow in the
footsteps of Harry and Hagrid, through the marketplace
that inspired Diagon Alley and see the entrance to the
Leaky Cauldron and more.

Or in 8 hours, continue to Oxford, where many buildings
of this ancient University were used for filming and see for
real the traditions that were inspiration for Hogwarts.

See the dining room (pictured), which provided the model
for Hogwarts Dining Hall and the instantly recognisable
Grand Staircase. Re-enact Ron’s dancing lesson in the
exact same place and see where Malfoy was transformed
into a ferret.

This is an amazing tour for fans of Harry. So grab your
Floo powder and your imagination and let’s go wizarding!

Cost per party 3 hours 8 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £595 £1090
Extra Large Up to 6 £595 £1090
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £750 £1300
& guide

DOWNTON ABBEY TOUR
8 hrs (advance booking is a must as 
Highclere castle has limited availability…ask 
us for alternatives if sold out)

An absolute must for any fan of the much-loved Downton
Abbey series and films. On this truly memorable day out,
walk firmly in the footsteps of the Crawley clan as you
wander the pretty streets of the charming ‘Downton
Village’. Visit the delightful church, where four of the
weddings took place including both of Lady Mary’s. See
the exterior of the hospital, take a photo outside Isobel
Crawley's house, and much more!

Not far way, you can enjoy a lunch or refreshment in the
pub where Lady Sybil eloped with her chauffeur, Branson.

Then to Highclere Castle which served as the Crawley’s
home. The magnificent mansion was remodelled in the
19th century and will transport you back in time, right
into the heart of Downton Abbey. You will see the castle's
salon, library, dining room and entrance hall and staircase
which all feature so prominently in the series as the setting
for the Crawley’s family home.

If you love Downton Abbey as we do, this is simply the
best tour ever!

Cost per party 8 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £1090
Extra Large Up to 6 £1090
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1300
& guide



BLETCHLEY PARK OR RAF 
DUXFORD
6 hrs

Bletchley Park -A fascinating insight into the codebreaking
efforts at Bletchley Park during WWII. The code breakers
housed here, helped shorten the war by two years.
Churchill's 'geese that laid the golden eggs and never
cackled' broke the army, navy and Luftwaffe codes and
also the code for all communication between Hitler's
bunker and his field commanders.

After decades of secrecy, ending only in 1974, and recent
sensitive restoration, the Park offers a unique insight of the
world of the code breakers and their machines. Walk in
the footsteps of Alan Turing, father of the modern
computer, and Ian Fleming who worked in the real James
Bond world. See the working Bombe machines that
helped crack the codes of the enigma machines that had
159 million million million different settings.

Duxford - At the start of the second World War, this was a
Royal Air Force fighter base, its squadrons equipped with
Spitfires and Hurricanes. The control tower and two of
the hangars are original. Today the fascinating collection
concentrates on British and American military aircraft
from both world wars.

Cost per party 6 hours
Deluxe Up to 3 £980
Extra Large Up to 6 £980
Chauffeured car Up to 6 £1170
& guide

LONDON TO PARIS BY EUROSTAR
1 day

Visit one of Europe’s most beautiful and romantic cities,
Paris. On this wonderful day trip, you will travel in
comfort by Eurostar from London to the heart of Paris and
be met by your friendly English-speaking driver/guide for
your personal tour of this fabulous city.

See Napoleon's Arc de Triomphe towering above one of
the world's most famous streets Avenue de Champs
Elysees, Notre Dame Cathedral where the legend of the
hunchback was born, the world-renowned Eiffel Tower,
the 18th century Pantheon, final resting place of Marie
Curie and Voltaire, Hotel des Invalides, Montmartre, the
artists quarter which will transport you to the heady days
of the 1920’s, see the imposing Basilica of the Sacre-
Coeur, The Louvre and many more of Paris's best-known
and lesser-known sights.

Enjoy a lunch in one of Paris’s brasseries, whilst you
indulge in a favourite Parisian past time of people
watching.

On every corner of this city, there is beauty and elegance
and a wealth of history and stories to be told. Our guides
know every part of this beautiful city and you are
guaranteed an exceptional day out!

You return by Eurostar in the evening.

Prices on Request

NORMANDY BY PRIVATE PLANE

1 day

An unforgettable and emotional once in a lifetime
experience.

Board a twin-engine jet and fly across the English
Channel. During the flight your expert guide, who
specialises in WWII and the Normandy Landings, with the
help of charts, will brief you on the strategic situation in
Europe during the months leading up to D-Day - naval,
air, military strengths on both western and eastern fronts;
Hitler's command style against Churchill and Roosevelt
and the tactical dilemmas facing both sides.

Landing at Cherbourg Airport in France meet your driver
to start an overland tour of the Normandy D-Day
Beaches.

Visit Omaha Beach, a peaceful four mile stretch of sand
which belies the ferocity of the fighting that befell it on
June 6th 1944, the Normandy American Cemetery at St
Laurent where almost 10,000 Americans lie buried and
over 1,500 missing Americans are commemorated, and the
Pointe du Hoc cliffs scaled by 2 US Rangers on D- Day.
The cliff heights are still deeply pitted with German
bunkers and shell holes.

Stop at a local fishing port for a delicious lunch, and visit
St. Mere Eglise, the first town to be liberated by the Allies,
where a replica of the paratrooper hangs from the church.

Return to Cherbourg Airport for your return flight.
Incredible experience! Prices on Request.



OTHER INFORMATION
All of our tours can be customised to suit your preferences and requirements. We have a dedicated Tour Planning Team, who take great care to ensure that every
detail is taken care of and will work with you to create the perfect tour. Can’t find what you are looking for? We are experts in touring the country and if it’s on the
map, we will know it!

WHY CHOOSE US?
British Tours is Britain’s longest established Tour Operator and we have a wealth of knowledge in our Tour Planning Team and the best guides anywhere! We know
all of our guides personally and we always endeavour to match your party with the perfect guide for you. Since 1958, we have been working with London’s top
hotels and offer a personal touch and consistently deliver a first-class service! Looking for something very special? Please ask for our exclusive brochure.

COST
Prices are per car/minibus not per person and include your personal guide, transport, local tax but not entrance/parking fees. (Parking fees included with V/S/E
Class). We can purchase entrance tickets for you and suggest great places for lunch and refreshments to enhance your wonderful tour with us!
Guide’s gratuity is at your discretion.

WHICH VEHICLE TO CHOOSE
All cars are modern, comfortable and air-conditioned.
Deluxe cars are Jaguar, BMW, Mercedes and Land Rover Discovery.

LANGUAGES
£40 extra per half day, £80 extra per full day.

PAYMENT AND CANCELLATION
Visa, Mastercard and Amex.
Day tours by car which do not include extras such as foreign languages or prearranged tickets can be cancelled up to 48 hours with no charge.
Less than 48 hours notice incurs the full charge.
Please contact us for our cancellation policy for tours outside this category.

Image credits:
London Walks – Alessandro Russo on unsplash, Cycle London – Antony Robbins BBG, Graffiti – Gloria Manarasip on unsplash,
Harry Potter – Soyoung Han on unsplash, Oxford – Ben Seymour on unsplash

Deluxe:
with driver-guide
Sedan up to 3 people

Extra Large:
with driver-guide
MPV up to 6 people

V/ S//E Class Mercedes:
with separate guide and chauffeur 
for up to 6 people 
More comfort and flexibility. 
Recommended for London tours.


